


ABOUT  Acme Approved is the most trusted supplier of survival and tactical equipment in the Beverly Hills 
area and, possibly, the world.  We are dedicated to supplying high quality products at great prices.  That’s 
why we field test all of our products in some of the harshest conditions we can find.  We have sold thou-
sands of items to happy consumers all across the globe.  

SHIPPING  We offer FREE SHIPPING on all the products in this catalog domestically and to APO and FPO.  Call 
or email for special prices on bulk orders.  

ORDERING  We accept VISA, MASTERCARD, AMEX or PayPal.

OUR MISSION  We dream of a world where people are prepared for anything.  Be it natural or supernatural 
disaster, cosmic event, or dinosaurs.  That there will be pockets of civilization that refuse to give in.  When 
the time comes, we will be hunkered down in our Beverly Hills compound with the gear and know-how to 
hold out.  Where will you be?

MAILING ADDRESS:
67120 Harrington Loop Rd
Bend, OR 97701

QUERIES:
541-604-2264
support@acmeapproved.com





Shemagh
ProForce
The Shemagh is the traditional head cover 
of central Asian and African deserts.  Es-
sential for keeping sun and sand out of your 
face. Very stylish. Be Lawrence of Cincinnati.
$14.00                         Woodland SKU 0307

Desert SKU 1079

Tactical Cap    
Condor
Keep your head covered with this 
genuine Crye Precision Multicam 
cap. Three hook and loop panels for 
patches. Quality buckle on the back. 
Fits almost every head.
$9.00

Coyote Tan SKU 1026
OD Green SKU 1027

 Black SKU 0259
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Survival Bandana
OEM
This 20 x 20in bandana is covered in 
vital safety information. From animal 
tracks to knots and everything in be-
tween. Printed in USA.
$9.00                  SKU 1069

ACU Camo Bandana
Carolina Manufacturing 
Large, 100% cotton bandana. Made 
in the USA.  Digitial ACU camo print. 
Great to use as a scarf, handkerchief, 
compress and many other uses.
$4.00               SKU 1173

Tactical Sniper Veil 
ProForce
For times when you don’t want to be 
spotted. Breathable, lightweight cot-
ton. Great for hunting, tactical appli-
cations or people watching. 
$12.50                           

Camovat Camouflage Cravat 
McNett
Designed specifically for military first 
aid kits, this antimicrobial cotton/poly 
blend fabric that is lightweight, water 
repellant, and breathable. 
$7.00                  SKU 1233

  Tan  SKU 1146             
  OD Green  SKU 1142             

  Black  SKU 1147             

Multicam  SKU 0370 





Survival Medic
Adventure Medical Kits
Packed in the ultralight waterproof 
pouch is everything you need in survival 
situations. Includes whistle, firestarter, 
bandages, compass, tinder and more. 
$15.00                  SKU 0074

Survival Kit        
Coghlan’s
Great survival kit in a waterproof pouch 
with survival instructions. Signal mirrors, 
fishing hooks, etc.  Canada’s #1 brand 
for frigid winters and burley summers.
$19.00                SKU 0186
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Speedhook     
Speedhook
The made-in-America survival tool is a must-
have anywhere there is water.  The spring-
loaded fish trap ensures you bring home a 
fish with even the lightest nibble. 
$19.00                SKU 1242



Combat Survival Tin        
ProForce
This is the clown-car of survival tins. 
But instead of creepy, nightmare-
inducing bozos, it’s full of everything 
you need in a survival situation. Fits in 
cargo-pant pocket.
$29.00                                                SKU 0059

Survival Kit In A Sardine Can     
OEM
Give a man a can of sardines and he 
eats for a day. Give him this kit of 25 
survival items in an air-tight, water-
proof, crushproof sardine can and he 
can survive for weeks. 
$14.00                SKU 0185
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Snare Survival Kit 
Thompson
High quality snare kit, made in the 
USA. These snares have been used in 
US Military survival kits since WWII.
Includes two snares plus tie wire. 
$15.80                 SKU 257

Trip / Snare Wire 160’ 
OEM
Vietnam era snare wires. Green and 
yellow for blending in to a woodland 
environment. Great for hunting, camp-
ing or playing Rambo in the backyard. 
$6.25                SKU 0301 

Warrior Saw        
ProForce
Bidirectional cutting teeth. Lightwieght. 
Fits in a pocket! Easy to carry. Supply 
your own chainsaw sounds, “Brumb-
brum-brum-brum”
$16.00                 SKU 0057

Gas and Bung Nut Wrench 
OEM
Not only is it fun to say, but it’s practi-
cal. Fits all industrial drum bung nuts 
and plugs. Wont spark, chip, bend or 
break. Has a gas shut-off wrench. 10in
$14.00                  SKU 0184

15” Pry Bar, Gas Shut-off Wrench     
POGO
Pry, wrench, scrape, lift and most 
importantly shut off gas. This pry bar 
does it all. Powder-coated, light-weight, 
durable. Essential for emergencies.
$12.50               SKU 0170  

Commando Wire Saw       
ProForce
Strongest, most effective wire saw out 
there. Over 100 lb. breaking strength. 
Cuts through wood, plastic, bone and 
soft metal. Great for improvised tools.
$9.00                SKU 0101



Frontier Emergency Water Filter 
Aquamira
Montezuma had his revenge, but you’ll 
have the last laugh with this pocket-
sized filter system. A must have for 
backpacking or emergency kits.
$11.50               SKU 0076  

55 Gallon Water Preserver Concentrate
7C’s Safety & Environmental, Inc.
Be prepared for whatever may come 
with this EPA licensed water preserver. 
One bottle preserves 55 gallons of wa-
ter for 5 years.
$15.00                          SKU 0178    

Water Treatment Drops 1oz.
Aquamira
This water treatment’s chlorine dioxide 
formula is contunually proven effective 
at purifying clear, murky, cold or hot 
water. Treats up to 30 gallons of water. 
$15.00                SKU 0247

Kit Emergency Water Storage
AquaPod
A simple, safe solution when emer-
gencies strike. AquaPodKit allows 
you to store up to 65 gallons of fresh 
water using a household bathtub. 
$30.00              SKU 0183

Micropur MP1 Purification Tablets
Katadyn
The only EPA registered disinfection 
system effective against viruses, bac-
teria, cryptosporidium, and Giardia. 
No unpleasant taste. 30 tablets.
$14.00                  SKU 0111

Emergency Water Packet
Datrex
Each individually sealed packet con-
tains 4.25oz of water and let you relive 
the safety of drinking CapriSun on the 
schoolyard. Pack of 12.
$8.00                SKU 0248
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Frontier Pro Ultralight Water Filter System (Military Version)
Aquamira
Provides all the benefits of a larger bottle filter in a compact size. Straw 
style filter attaches directly to water bottles or bladders and the at-
tached cap keeps mouthpiece clean. Bite valve can also be removed 
to use as hanging drip filter. Replacement pre-filters lengthen filter life. 
Filters up to 50 gallons.  
$25.00                SKU 0196

Water Purifier Tablets - Pack of 24
Aquamira
Contains  a unique  chlorine  dioxide  formula  that  produces  a pow-
erful germicidal agent when released in water. This formula meets the 
stringent guidelines for Microbiological Water Purifiers making it the 
safest solution on the market. Each tablet purifies one liter of water 
and is conveniently sealed in an individual, child-proof foil pouch. 
$11.00                SKU 0114

2400 Emergency Food Bar        
Datrex
More calories than 4 Big Macs, with-
out producing the noxious gasses. 
Like a Big Mac, they’re good on the 
shelf for 5 years and, most important-
ly, delicious. One pack
$10.00                SKU 0162

3600 Emergency Food Bar        
Datrex
These bars are enriched with FDA 
recommended vitamins and minerals. 
They are non-thirst provoking. Perfect 
for emergency situations. One pack.
$10.00                 SKU 0163



Plastic Match Holder
Coghlan
Harness the power of two flames 
sources with this match holder. Keeps 
matches (included) dry inside. Fea-
tures a flint striker on underside.
$4.59             SKU 0276

Magnesium Fire Starter Tool 
Doan
Made in the USA. From the swamps 
of the Everglades to the pine forests 
of the Kodiak to the tropics of Maui, 
never be without a fire. 
$9.00                 SKU 0234

TinderSticks 
Light My Fire
All natural & environmentally-friendly 
fire stater. Easy to light even when 
wet. No “dangerous goods” shipping 
restrictions. Stay organic. Burn wood.
$7.00                SKU 0193

Survival Match Tube 
ProForce
Wind & waterproof safety matches. 
These matches will burn in the strong-
est winds and rain for approximately 
12 seconds. NATO Stock.
$7.00                 SKU 0058

Army Fire Steel & Striker - Large
ProForce
The big striker for big adventures. 
Used by  Swedish  Special  Forces. 
Generates a 5432°F spark. This flint 
stick will give you 12,000 strikes.
$12.00                 SKU 0061

Scout Fire Steel & Striker - Small
ProForce
The Army Fire Steel’s little brother. 
Light, compact, tough. 5432°F 
sparks. Thousands of strikes. Perfect 
for everyday carry.
$8.00               SKU 0102
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Survival Wind & Waterproof Matches  
UCO
Every been in a storm so bad it feels 
like you’re swimming? These are the 
matches for you. 2 strikers,15 match-
es that STAY LIT UNDERWATER!
$6.00                 SKU 0140

Fire Lite Tinder-Quik SOL 
Adventure Medical Kits
Wind-proof, water-proof firestarter. 
Tested for over 5,000 sparks. One-
handed means you wont even have to 
put your beer down. 
$8.00                      SKU 0125

WetFire Tinder Tube 
Ultimate Survival Technologies
Every firestarter’s best friend. WetFire 
will stay lit under any conditions, even 
floating on water. It actually stays lit 
LONGER wet. Burns at 1300°F. 8 cubes
$9.00               SKU 0258

Coghlan’s Magnesium Fire Starter 
Coghlan’s
The classic magnesium fire starter. No 
bells, no whistles, just a flame source 
of 5,400°F. Can start hundreds of fires. 
Hangs on a chain. Stores anywhere.
$6.50                      SKU 1258

Waterproof Matches 10 Pack
Coghlan’s
Be prepared in any weather with this 
pack of waterproof matches. Both 
matches and strikers work wet. 
400 matches in total.
$7.50                    SKU 0273

Blastmatch 
Ultimate Survival Technologies
It’s like the 4th of July any day of 
the year with the Blastmatch. Create 
an enormous spray sparks with one 
hand. Tested for 4,000 sparks.
$25.00      Orange SKU 0081

Black SKU 0082



Sparkie Mini Fire Starter 
Ultimate Survival Technologies
Lighter than an ounce, starts fires 
like a bored preteen boy. Rubberized 
grip for easy, one-handed use. Safety 
orange, easy to find.
$12.00              SKU 1198
  

Survival Fire Starter 
Ultimate Survival Technologies 
Concise fire starter clips together into 
small package. A hidden compartment 
keeps tinder or fuel dry.  Light and 
compact at only 4oz.
$25.00                 SKU 1165

One Cup Coffee Filters 
Coghlan’s
The lightest, most compact brewing 
method. Non-chlorine bleached pulp 
fiber will make a damn fine cup of cof-
fee. Also works with loose leaf tea.
$5.00                SKU 0157 

Multi-spice
Coghlan’s
Don’t get spice dust in your Chuck 
box. This tight-seal, compact contain-
er holds everything needed for a to 
spice up an MRE or dehydrated meal.
$5.00            SKU 0358
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Alcohol Fuel Bottle
Vargo
This 8 oz. Polyurethane container is 
perfect for filling and transporting de-
natured alcohol. A must have for any-
one travelling with an alcohol stove.
$5.00                SKU 0110

Esbit Folding Pocket Stove
Esbit
Ideal for camping or emergency. Folds 
into a compact size. Dual position for 
controlled cooking or fast boil. Powered 
by Esbit solid fuel tablets  (6 included).
$10.00                               SKU 0115

G.I. Trioxane Heating Fuel Bars
USGI
Made in the USA.  This is your all-
use solid heat source. Great as a fire 
starter and with solid fuel stoves. They 
are individually wrapped. 
$6.00                 SKU 0294



Vargo Titanium Triad XE 
Vargo
Titanium construction makes this stove 
ultralight. Burns both alcohol and solid 
fuel, making it opportune for multiple 
climates and situations. 
$30.00                 SKU 0106

Titanium Decagon Stove
Vargo
Built to withstand the abuse of back-
packing. No movable parts and its 
titanium construction make the stove 
dependable and durable.  
$30.00                 SKU 0151

Kinetic Ultra Titanium Stove 
Olicamp
Utrastrong titanium stem will hold a 
large pot of water. Screws right on any 
canister of Butane/Propane mixtures. 
No pumping. Just screw on and burn.
$55.00                 SKU 0211

Alcohol Burner 
Esbit      
Super efficient alcohol stove. Light. 
Smoke-free. Leak resistant. Flame reg-
ulator, snuffer handle. Don’t get stuck 
lugging around empty gas canisters. 
$20.00                 SKU 0105

Diethylene Glycol Gel Fuel - 3 pack
USGI
“MURPHY SAYS: As soon as you are 
served hot show in the field, it rains.” 
Never be caught in the cold without gel 
fuel packs. MRE, stove fuel replacement.
$7.50                SKU 0285

Single Burner Folding Stove
Coghlan’s
Go where the wind blows and still have 
a hot meal. This stove and is safe and 
compact. Tactical black. Works with 
any canned heat cooking fuel.
$10.00                 SKU 0306
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Titanium Eagle Spork
Vargo
Featherlight titanium spork is great for 
backpacking.  Features a blasted han-
dle for easy gripping and a polished 
tip. Built in carabineer clips to packs.
$10.00                SKU 0107

Vargo Titanium Spork
Vargo
At only 0.37oz. this is as light a utensil 
as possible. Non-corrosive, non-mag-
netic. Eating with a titanium spork is 
as close the Jetsons as you can get.
$10.00               SKU 0108

Vargo Stainless Steel Scork
Vargo
It’s a spoon, fork and can opener. 
Less than 1oz. While others are stuck 
gnawing at cans with their teeth, you’ll 
be sitting pretty with your multiutensil.
$9.00                 SKU 0325

Titanium Long Handle Spoon
Vargo
There’s nothing more disconcerting than 
going to sleep in bear-country with a 
hand covered in Beef Stroganoff. Fear 
not, and enjoy the final delicious bite.
$17.50                SKU 0343

Spork Original 
Light My Fire
Say goodbye to burnt lips with this 
heat-resistant spork. Lightweight, du-
rable. Features a serrated knife edge. 
Perfect for weight-minded hikers.
$6.00                 SKU 0097

Eat’N Tool - Bead Blast
CRKT 
You’ve heard of the sp-ork. This is the 
sp-or-ope-scre-pry-ench. Spoon, fork, 
bottle opener, screwdriver, pry tip, 
metric wrench. All in one handy tool.
$7.50      Silver SKU 0084

      Black SKU 0085



Squishy Bowl and Cup Set     
Guyot Design
Featherlight bowl and cup set.  Great 
for backpackers Flexible food-grade 
silicone is taste-free. Folds up into pack 
or pocket. Just lick clean and go.
$18.00                  SKU 0195
 

GI Plastic NATO Mug
ProForce
This British Army Issue mug is great for 
more than just a spot o’ tea. The poly-
propheylene construction makes them 
lightweight, durable and stackable.
$5.00                SKU 0055

1 Liter Backpacker Canteen  
USGI
You need a canteen that is as rug-
ged and durable as you. This canteen 
meets US Gov specs. Perfect for mili-
tary or hikers. OD Green made in USA.
$9.75                  SKU 1133

3 Piece Eating Utensil Set
OEM
Fork, spoon & knife clipped together 
in perfect harmony.  Small enough to 
fit snugly in any pack, but big enough 
to use comfortably.
$7.00                 SKU 1041

Hobo Knife
OEM
The perfect camping 6 tool accessory. 
Knife and fork detach for easy dining. 
Comes with a storage bag to keep 
everything nice and clean.
$8.00                 SKU 1030
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12 Oz Flask - Slate Blue
Nalgene
Keep all vital liquids nearby in this to-
tally leakproof flask. Made in the USA. 
Flask has a protective sleeve and 1oz 
shot-sized cap.
$9.00              SKU 0153

OD Green Pilot Flask
OEM
Whether you’re flying high, or firmly 
planted, this is a perfect 1 pint flask. 
Made in the USA from BPA-free plas-
tic. Tough and lightweight. 
$5.00                SKU 0056

NATO Fold a Cup Small  
ProForce
Small, durable, crushproof plastic cup 
pops open from its folded position to 
form an 8oz drinking cup. Guaranteed 
not to leak, even with boiling water. 
$5.00              

Silicone Pint Cup Ring        
Klean Kanteen
My uncle always said, “Ensure a pint 
is always nearby.” Not exactly what he 
meant, but this ring will always keep 
your cup by your side.
$7.00                SKU 0309

Stainless Steel Pin 4 Pack
Klean Kanteen
What’s better than a pint? Four. These 
stainless steel cups are perfect for 
camping and backpacking. Strong 
and lightweight. 
$32.00                SKU 1148

OD Green  SKU 0054 
Black  SKU 1159

Coyote Tan  SKU 1160
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SOL Survival Blanket (2 Person)
Adventure Medical Kits
Polyethylene reflects 90% of your 
body heat. Opens easily. Wont rip. 
Quiet and highly visible. Also doubles 
as a robot costume in a pinch.
$6.50              SKU 0075

SOL Emergency Bivvy Sleeping Bag 
Adventure Medical Kits
Balls up into the palm of your hand, 
but could possibly save your life. A 
necessity for any emergency kit. Keep 
one in a backpack or glovebox.
$17.00                 SKU 0231

Emergency 36 Hour Survival Candle
Coghlan’s
Three wick emergency candle in a tin.  
12 hours of burn time per wick.  Keep 
in case of emergency or stock up and 
tell the electric companies to shove it.
$7.00                SKU 0354

Emergency Blanket Silver 
BRW
From the country that put a man on 
the moon comes this emergency blan-
ket. Made from the same fabric devel-
oped by NASA. Made in the USA.
$4.00                 SKU 0368

Equipment Combat Casualty Blanket 
ProForce
Reversible emergency blanket. One 
silver, reflective side. One OD Green 
side. Perfect for tactical situations. 
Genuine GI issue.
$5.50                      SKU 0335

Tent Peg with Green Stopper, 10 pack
SE
Heavy duty Galvanized Steel steaks 
with PVC T-top. 10 pack of tent 
stakes. Nails things down. Also useful 
for killing vampires.
$12.75                SKU 0369
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Tent Stakes 6 pack 
SnugPak
Aircraft quality aluminium and Y-
shape design makes this a quality 
tent stake. Sharp tip for easy driving 
and notched top for easy knotting.
$10.00               SKU 0345

G.I. Face Paint Stick
ProForce
NATO camo face paint stick will make 
you blend in for any tactical situa-
tion. Great in the field. Or for a child’s     
Colonal Kurtz Halloween costume.
$4.50                  

Sting-Eze Relief 
Coghlan’s
Instant relief from insect bites with a 
concentrated topical liquid. Soothes 
pain and itching. Helps to eliminate 
swelling caused by the bites or stings.
$5.00                SKU 0177

8 LED 2 Function Mini Lantern 
OEM
About the size of a soda can, this mini 
LED lantern pumps out an enormous 
amount of light. Strobe or consistent 
light. Great for camping or emergency. 
$10.00                      SKU 1207

Heavy Duty Bungee Cords 
ProForce
The bungee cord is one of the most 
useful tools of the modern age. This 4 
set of heavy duty, Hooks are coated 
in plastic for extra grip.  
$10.00                  OD Green SKU 0065

Compressed Towels 12 pack
SE
About the diameter of a quarter.  Get 
them wet and they expand to about 
10x10 inches.  White Rayon cloth that 
is surprisingly durable.
$4.90                 SKU 0339

Black SKU 0068
Tan SKU 1161

ACU SKU 1149
Jungle SKU 1150

 Woodland SKU 0367
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Slim Rescue Howler 
Adventure Medical Kits
Its 100dB scream is louder than a 
howler monkey’s. Pealess design will 
never jam or freeze. Weighs less than 
an ounce.
$7.00              SKU 0079

Rescue Howler Whistle 2 Pack 
Adventure Medical Kits
These whistles are manufactured by 
FOX 40 for police and SWAT applica-
tions. Perfect for the playground or the 
battleground. 
$8.25                SKU 0087

Marine Safety Whistle
ProForce
If Leo had this whistle in Titanic, may-
be Rose wouldn’t have gone home 
alone. Single piece construction. Su-
per loud. Interruption free scream.
$3.00               SKU 0053
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Jetscream Whistle 
Ultimate Survival Technologies
This is the mariner’s greatest asset. 
A waterproof whistle that floats when 
dropped. 122dB. Pealess design great 
for wet conditions. 
$7.00                SKU 0092

Safety Whistle
Storm
The loudest emergency whistle out 
there. Can even be heard underwa-
ter! Easy grip thermoplastic wont 
break. The shark of safety whistles.         
$8.50       Black SKU 0365

   Orange SKU 0235

Survival Whistles 
Tops Knives
Field tested to 126dB, this slim, pea-
less whistle slides easily into pockets 
or hangs from keychains. Simple, 
sleek, stunningly loud. Pack of 5.
$14.00                 SKU 0093



Deluxe Map Compass
Coghlan’s
Everything you need for orienteering. 
See-through base with magnifying 
lense. Multiple scale. Rotating    hous-
ing. Never get lost again.
$7.00             SKU 1020

Zipper Pull Thermometer
Coghlan’s
Great tool to clip to your pack or 
zipper-pull. Features Fahrenheit and 
Celsius scales.  Windchill chart on 
back.
$4.50                SKU 1184

Emergency Signal Mirror
ProForce
Robust high impact plastic. Easy to 
use with one hand. Suns reflection 
can be seen for many miles. Floats if 
accidentally dropped in water. 
$10.00               SKU 0060
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Starflash Signal Mirror
Ultimate Survival Technologies
Lexan polycorbonate is  about as re-
flective as glass but 90% lighter. Wont 
scratch. Wont break. Reflects light 
even in cloudy conditions.
$12.50                 SKU 0109



Compass with Keyring black  
Silva
Super slim, easy to read keyring com-
pass.  5° graduations. Liquid-filled 
capsule Nonmagnetic brass ring. Clip 
this on your keys and stay oriented.
$8.75                SKU 0318

A-10 Recreational Compass 
Suunto
Great recreational compass. Fixed 
declination scale, Suunto’s two-zone 
system, jewel bearing and scratch 
resistant casing all fits in the palm.
$20.00                 SKU 0236
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Lensatic Luminescent 9075
Brunton
A lighter-weight version of the vintage 
metal 9075, this compass has the 
classic Lensatic look, feel and func-
tion. Molded high-impact plastic.
$15.00                SKU 0141

Lensatic Luminescent 9077
Brunton
A classic military-style sighting com-
pass. Heavy-duty construction and a 
long straight side make for easy use 
with a map. 
$15.00                 SKU 0161



Signal Mirrors 
Tops Knives
Hard Chrome finished metal mirror. It 
has 2 sides with highly reflective fin-
ish. Fits into a wallet or Bugout Bag. 
Proudly made in the USA. Pack of 5.
$15.00               SKU 0094

Slip-on Wrist Compass 
Sun
Luminous compass is liquid-filled and 
cushion-mounted slides onto your 
wristwatch band.  Housing is rugged 
ABS and it is about 1 inch square.
$7.50                 SKU 0175
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Tag-Along Globe Compass 
Brunton
This small, luminescent compass 
features Cardinal Points. Rotating ball. 
Great for seafaring, it’s waterproof and 
floats.
$6.50               SKU 1183

Esee Nav Card Set
Esee
The set features 3 clear cards with 
multiple map scales. Tips on survival, 
signaling and map reading. Great for 
refresher or first time orienteers.
$14.00                 SKU 0218



Israeli Civilian Gas Mask w/ NATO Filter & Drinking Tube       
OEM
Offers full NBC protection. Nuclear, Biological, Chemical. Drink-
ing tube so you can stay hydrated without breaking the seal. 
NATO filter. Looks great in formal attire. 
$21.75                                     SKU 1106

Gas Mask Filter - 40MM NATO       
Mestel
Protects against chemical and biologi-
cal contamination. Fits any 40mm NATO 
mask. Expires May 2017. Offers the supe-
rior protection from whatever may come.
$32.50                  SKU 1071
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Nuclear Anti-Radiation Tablets
Medical Corps
Preparation for nuclear incidents has pro-
gressed far past “duck and cover.” Protect 
your family and yourself with 170mg Potas-
siam Iodate tablets.  
$22.50                  SKU 0179



RADSticker radiation dosimeter        
RADSticker
Postage stamp sized, instant color devel-
oping dosimeter, is always ready and with 
you 24/7.  Keep on stuck on you ID card. 
More discrete than a Geiger counter. 
$5.00                 SKU 0168

RADTriage FIT        
Sirad
The Miner’s Canary of the modern age. 
This card-sized radiation dosimeter 
measures radiation in millisievert (mSv). 
Easy to read colored chart.
$30.00        SKU 0174
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Israeli M15 Gas Mask w/ NATO Filter & Drinking Tube
OEM
The military version of the Israeli gas mask offers greater visibil-
ity and better airflow.  This tight-fitting mask is NBC rated and is 
a great everyday mask.  I never leave home without it. 
$29.00                                     SKU 1047



Tear-Aid for Fabric - Type A
Tear-Aid
The leader in field patching. These wont 
tear or pull off when stretched. Wont turn 
gummy in the heat. Type A is used for all 
fabric, except vinyl. 
$9.50               SKU 0104

Tear-Aid  for Vinyl - Type B
Tear-Aid
Watertight and airtight. Cuts easily with 
scissors or a blade, but wont tear. Type 
B is designed for vinyl. Will even fix vinyl 
pool liners!
$9.00                   SKU 1072

The Speedy Stitcher Sewing Awl Kit 
Stewart Manufacturing, Inc.
Don’t waste time with a basic needle and 
thread. Sew and go with this sewing awl. 
Comes with straight and curved needle 
and instructions.
$13.50                SKU 0149

Outdoor Sewing Kit        
Gear Aid
In the wrong conditions, a hole in a tent can 
be water torture. Use this set at home or in 
the field. Sew holes in jackets, tents, bivvies. 
Stay warm. Stay dry. Be happy. 
$8.00                SKU 0103
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Black Nylon Zip Ties
SE
100 pack 12 inch zip ties.  Black ties 
with a 50 pound load rating.
When duct tape isn’t enough, trust the 
tight hold of zip ties. 
$9.50                                    SKU 0290

Bear Bell with magnetic silencer
Coghlan’s
Does a bear crap in the woods? Of 
course. And he doesn’t like getting sur-
prised. The bell features a Velco strap 
and a magnetic silencer for stealth.
$6.50                SKU 0089

Mosquito Coils - 10 pack
Coghlan’s
Each fast-acting coil lasts for 8 hours 
and repels the critters that carry West 
Nile Virus and Malaria. Now all you 
have to worry about are vampires.
$4.50                      SKU 0124
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Tenacious Tape - Clear      
Gear Aid
Make in-field repairs on tents, rain gear. 
Stop leaks, reinforce high-use gear. With 
super-sticky and clean adhesive technol-
ogy. Clings like an ex-girlfriend.
$7.50                 SKU 0096

Multi-Colored Duct Tape      
Coghlan’s
Over 8 feet of super strong duct tape.  
Four colors. Easy peel. Light weight. 
Lies flat. Slides into a pocket or pack.  
Macgyver used it and so should you.
$3.00              SKU 0356

Sol Duct Tape 
Adventure Medical Kits     
Industrial strength duct tape. Compact 
design specifically for field or back-
packing. The closest thing there is to a 
“Get out of Jail Free” card. 3 2-packs.
$12.00                SKU 1186



The beauty of cord is found in its versatility. And you can do just about anything with these high 
quality paracord. All made in the USA with 550 lb strength. Our paracord is composed of 7 ultra-
strong strands. Great of improvised uses, like snares or fishing line. Micro and Mini cords are great 
for use in the field or around the house. Build a lanyard and always have cord on you.

Paracord 100’ 7 strand, type III nylon
USGI
$9.00               

 Multicam SKU 1010

 Woodland SKU 1012

 Desert SKU 1011

 OD Green SKU 0154

 Black SKU 1157

 Coyote Tan SKU 1158

P a r a  c o r d
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P a r a  c o r d

1/16 in.  Micro Cord 100 ft. Spool 
$9.00  

 Black SKU 1082

200lb. Kevlar Cord 
5ive Star Gear
Only .036in diameter, this incredible 
cord holds 200lbs! Flame resistant, 
frost resistant. The Kelvar gives this 
cord the strength to cut zipties.
$9.00                SKU 1165

450lb. Technora Cord 
5ive Star Gear
This uniquely strong cord was devel-
oped by the US Gov. for top secret 
airborne operations. Only .08in thick, 
this Technora cord holds 450lb.
$9.00                SKU 1166

 OD Green SKU 1167

 Multicam SKU 1168

1.18mm.  Micro Cord 125 ft. Spool 
$9.00  

 Black SKU 1169
 OD Green SKU 1170

 Multicam SKU 1171
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1.18mm Micro Cord

1/16in. Micro Cord

550 Paracord



EMT Pouch 
Condor
A great choice for a build-your-own first aid 
kit or IFAK. Space for Israeli bandages, a pair 
of shears, tourniquet, chest seal and gloves. 
$14.00                ACU SKU 0132

   Black SKU 0133

H2O Pouch 
Condor
Genuine Crye Precision multicam 
material. MOLLE webbing, straps 
and Velcro. Fully insulated. Drain hole 
gromet. Keep your H2O cool.
$20.00                                SKU 0135

Tactical Molle Compact BDU Wallet
Condor
Keep all essentials close at hand. 
Landyards, zippers, clips and pockets 
keep everything organized and in place. 
Holds iPhone. Fits in a cargo pocket. 
$15.00          ACU SKU 0202

 Coyote Tan SKU 0131

$12.50           Tan SKU 0233

Hydration Bladder
Condor
This bladder fits in most universal car-
riers. High quality neoprene tube with 
hands-free shut. Holds 2.5 liters. The 
most reliable bladder you’ll ever have.  
$20.00                SKU 0191
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Compact Assault Pack 
Condor
Known to some as the “bag of many 
compartments,” this MOLLE pack 
will hold  all. Over 30 cubic inches of 
space. Hydration bladder compatible. 
$50.00            

Tactical Molle RIP-Away Medic Pouch 
Condor
With one side covered with Velcro, this 
is the ultimate MOLLE  pouch. Rips 
away to toss or reposition for easier  
access when treating yourself or others.
$25.00                 SKU 0130

Tactical Level III Assault Pack  
VooDoo
Rugged construction. Molded mesh 
cooling back panel. Straps for MOLLE 
or Alice clip pouches. Hydration    
system compatible. Fully adjustable. 
$75.00                SKU 0199

Tactical Drop Leg First Aid Pouch 
VooDoo
MOLLE first aid pouch can strap to a 
belt or thigh. Elastic internal straps hold 
all items tightly in place. Stock it and 
use it in the field, the car or at home.
$25.00                SKU 0201

Tactical Response Bag
Condor
A great multiuse tactical bag. Remov-
able dividers and adjustable pockets. 
Perfect for the field. Makes a great 
diaper bag or camera bag.
$35.00               SKU 0323

MOLLE Water Hydration Carrier
Condor
Hydration is key to the success of any 
mission. Get liquid with this high-qual-
ity, modular water carrier. Comes with 
an internal bladder.
$40.00               SKU 0337
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 Black SKU 1294
 Red SKU 1293



 S t r a p s
If modification is the name of the game, then straps are how to win. These tough and dura-
ble straps are compatible with all of our MOLLE gear. High density woven straps and heavy 
duty metal buttons hold up to the most demanding conditions. Tactical, hunting, fishing, or 
everyday carry. Adjust your gear for any adventure. Keep all vital items accessible. 

4in. MOLLE Straps
Condor
Pack of 4
$7.00                    Coyote Tan SKU 0138

6in. MOLLE Straps
Condor
Pack of 4
$7.50    Coyote Tan SKU 0139

OD Green SKU 1152OD Green SKU 1151
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   Everyday Carry  36. 

Brewzer Keychain Tool
Leatherman
The Leatherman BREWZER will be 
the only keychain bottle opener that 
you will ever need. Stainless steel. 
MADE IN THE USA
$13.00                SKU 0165

Titanium Pry Tool
Schrade
Sleek titanium with a stonewashed 
finish. From opening boxes to cutting 
wire to building shelters, this is a great 
tool to have at your disposal.
$25.00                SKU 0167

MAKO Bike Tool
Leatherman
Don’t get stuck miles from home with 
a loose shift lever or wobbly caliper. 
This is a must-have tool for any tourist 
or weekend rider. Only 19g. 
$40.00                SKU 0148
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GI P-38 Can Opener - pack of 5 
USGI
Developed by the US Military in 1942, 
the P-38 remains one of the most ef-
ficient tools around. 1.5in. long, opens 
even the biggest cans. Made in USA.
$5.00                SKU 0254

PIRANHA Pocket Tool 
Leatherman
Built of a single piece of 420 stain-
less steel, it boasts 10 tools. Leave no 
screw unscrewed, no hex bit un-
wrenched and no bottle unopened.
$35.00                 SKU 0146

GI P-51 Can Opener - pack of 2
USGI
The P-51 is a full 2in. long. The added 
length affords more leverage and 
doesn’t require as much thumb pres-
sure to use.  Keep it on your keychain.
$4.00                SKU 0100
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Aircraft Cable Key ring
ACME
Strong vinyl-coated stainless steel 
cable with screw-in lock. Wont bend 
or snap. Great for use in fresh or salt 
water.  Perfect as a keychain.
$18.00                SKU 0313

Mini Survival Kit Blank Tin 
ACME
Build your own survival kit. Stick it in 
a glovebox, cargo pocket. Take the lid 
off and use it as a signal mirror. Half the 
fun is putting the kit together. 
$4.80               SKU 0283

Uncle Bill’s Gripper Tweezers 
El Mar 
The finest you’ll ever use. Precision-
ground points provide pin-point grip-
ping. Spring-tempered stainless steel 
keeps perfect alignment. 
$7.00                SKU 0090

Window Punch Brass 
SE
This must-have tool breaks windows 
fast and safely. Perfect for escaping 
from a sinking car or getting Fido out 
of a locked car at the grocery store.
$6.50                SKU 0311
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Pico Light NV
eGear
Designed specifically for nighttime situ-
ations when maintaining night vision 
is critical. Aerospace aluminium body, 
unbreakable red LED. Water resistant.
$10.00                 SKU 0182

PICO Lite
eGear
Don’t be left in the dark. At only an 
inch and a half, this tiny light projects 
10 lumens up to 20 feet! So small you 
can always have a light with you.
$12.00               SKU 0181

Universal Credit Card 2x Magnifier
OEM
As technology gets better, everything 
else gets smaller. Keep all vital infor-
mation visible with this slim Fresnel 
lense magnifying tool. 
$5.00                SKU 0351

Multi-Purpose Pocket Survival Tool 
VooDoo
10 function multi-tool that fits perfectly 
in your wallet. Takes up as much room 
as a credit card, but you wont have to 
worry about your wife taking it.
$5.00                SKU 0088  
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Adventure Medical Kits First Aid 1.0
Adventure Medical Kits
This exclusive Easy Care First Aid 
System organizes items by injury with 
injury-specific instruction cards to help 
anyone quickly give first aid. 
$12.00              SKU 0120

Dental Medic
Adventure Medical Kits
Nothing can bring a man down like a 
bum tooth. This ultralight, waterproof 
pack contains everything from floss to 
temporary fillings. 
$15.00                 SKU 0173

Weekender 
Adventure Medical Kits
Designed for up to 6 people, this 15-
year best-seller balances supplies and 
weight. Over ten items in a convenient 
package. Fits into any pack.  
$60.00                 SKU 0216

Adventure Medical Kits
This multi-day med kit provides every-
thing needed for a trip on the road or 
brush. Great to keep in the glovebox, 
boat or pack.
$27.50                  SKU 0217

Snake Bite Kit 
Coghlan’s
There are some places you just aren’t 
willing to suck the poison from. This 
kit, with constrictors, scalpel and suc-
tion cups, does the sucking for you. 
$7.50                 SKU 0078

UltraLight and Watertight .9 Kit
Adventure Medical Kits
The perfect med kit for any sport en-
thusiast or adventurer. Designed for up 
to 4 people, this pack contains dozens 
of items yet weighs a mere 10oz.
$30.00                  SKU 0194
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Suture Syringe Medic
Adventure Medical Kits
This pack is a necessity for trips to 
locations where sterile supplies are 
not available. Irrigation syringe and 
sutures to clean and close wounds
$12.00                  SKU 0113

Tactical Trauma Kit #3 
Elite 1st Aid
42 essential first aid items in a com-
fortable, compartmented backpack.
Designed and used by professionals. 
Very comfortable to wear.
$190.00                 SKU 0212

GI SPEC General Purpose First Aid Kit
OEM
A great kit for everyday use, the hard, 
plastic, waterproof box makes it a 
perfect to keep around the house, or 
in the car. 
$23.00                 SKU 0180
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Elite 1st Aid Stomp Medical Kit 
Elite 1st Aid
Used by professionals including medics and army personnel. The 
bag contains many Velcro and zippered compartments for easy ac-
cess to over three hundred items inside.
$280.00                 SKU 0215
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QuikClot Sport, 25G
Z-Medica
Stop bleeding fast, naturally. This 
product speeds up the body’s own 
coagulation process. A great first 
response in emergency situations.
$11.25              SKU 0072

U.S. Military First Aid Kit Container 
USGI
Genuine US Military issue box. Heavy 
duty plastic and rubber gasket keeps 
everything inside safe. Metal latches, 
handles. Stackable. Stores anything.
$27.50                 SKU 0297

Response Pack
SnugPak
Designed to wear around the waist 
or carry in a pack, it contains a ton of 
internal pockets for storage. Has web-
bing on the outside to attach pouches.
$28.50                 SKU 0304

EMT Stainless Steel Utility Shears
SE
Everyone hates pennies. Now you can 
cut them in half with these stainless 
steel sheers. Unique 5in angled-blade 
design for easy surface cutting.
$4.50                 SKU 0266

Forceps 
SE
These self-locking forceps are perfect 
for tasks where fingers are too big or 
imprecise. 9in. Perfect for crafts or for 
emergency situations. 
$7.00                  SKU 0364

Pour Pack
WoundSeal
Slice yourself good? Just pour Wound 
Seal into that gash and watch it close. 
This powder stops bleeding instantly. 
Granules make the wound set like Jello. 
$8.50                 SKU 0188
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Military Style M3 Medic Bag 
Voodoo
Based on the US Military’s M3 bad, this 
water-resistant MOLLE compatible bag has 
room for all your first aid supplies. Three fold-
out compartments for easy access.
$12.00                              

Trauma Pak 
Adventure Medical Kits 
An entire life-saving kit in a BDU/pocket-
sized, waterproof pouch. First Aid instruc-
tions, gauzes, dressing, tape, and  QuikClot 
solution. 
22.50                      SKU 1067

WoundMedic
Adventure Medical Kits
Contains the supplies you need for field wound 
irrigation, cleaning, and  closure. Perfect as an 
addition to your ultralight first aid kit or on its 
own in your glove box or daypack. 
$10.00                SKU 0073

OD Green SKU 1090

Black SKU 1163
Tan SKU 1162





CRKT Minimalist Bowie 
CRKT
Unlike many small neck knives, this han-
dle is really functional for a wide variety of 
daily cutting tasks. Comes with lanyard and 
sheath.
$35.00                           SKU 0099

Mora Classic No. 2 
Mora
The original with the carbon blade and 
red birch handle.  Still the best value in 
a knife anywhere.  Razor sharp out of 
the box.  Made in Sweden.
$18.00                 SKU 0171
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Knife Companion MG Stainless Steel
Mora
Classic, super sharp blade with a 
modern slip-resistant, flexible plastic 
grip. Traditional Scandinavian blades 
are the sharpest out there.
$16.50                SKU 0172



SOG Sharpener with Fire Starter
SOG
The only pocket sharpener that 
works on straight and serrated 
blades. Diamond sharpening pad 
and ceramic rod in a slim package.
$13.50             SKU 0360
 

Knife Clipper FOS 840 Carbon Steel
Mora
Based on the classic 840, this blade 
is improved with a 75% longer tang. 
Polished carbon steel blade. Comfort-
able handle with classic Clipper grip. 
$15.00                SKU 0112

Black Bushcraft
Mora
What’s black as the night and twice 
as sexy?  This Mora is designed for 
survival.  The strong carbon blade has 
a stealthy black finish. 
$15.00               SKU 0319
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Keyring Pouch 33550
Victorinox
A multitool isn’t much help if you can’t 
find it. Imitation leather keeps your 
58mm Swiss Army Knife within reach. 
Knife not included.
$7.50                SKU 0091

Fire Starter Can Opener & Whistle        
Tops Knives
The hat trick of fire starters. Three units 
on one chain so you can 1. start a fire 
2. open your Dinty Moore  3. whistle 
your satiation to the gods of camping. 
$18.00                 SKU 0357

Folding Utility Survival Knife (2-pack) 
Derma Safe
This MilSpec razor is great to have 
around. A perfect addition to a sur-
vival kit or just an every-day use razor. 
Just 3 inches.
$4.50         Black SKU 0143

Orange SKU 0142

Tactical Nuk 
Tops Knives
Superlight polyresin construction of-
fers the sharpness of metal, without 
the weight. Makes a perfect letter 
opener, box cutter, tent stake, etc. 
$10.00               Coyote Tan SKU 0159

Black  SKU 0160



Scissor Spring Replacements  
Victorinox
This replacement scissor spring is made 
for Victorinox Swiss Army knives.The 
Small Scissor Spring fits 2.25” Keep you 
tool fully sprung. Pack of 6.
$5.00                     SKU 0273

Mini Screwdriver Replacement
Victorinox
This great mini screwdrivers stores by 
threading onto your Swiss Army Knife’s 
corkscrew. Double up without losing 
pocketability. 
$6.00                      SKU 0296

Small Tweezers Replacement 
Victorinox
Never have an incomplete Swiss Army 
Knife. The tweezers are a vital tool for 
the field or at home. This set of 6 twee-
zers is designed for 58-74mm knives
$6.50                       SKU 0275

Detachable Coupling 
Victorinox
Never get caught fumbling with your 
keys again. This Swiss-made stainless 
steel coupling comes with Victorinox 
lifetime warranty. 
$5.50                       SKU 0095
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Ceramic Pocket Sharpener       
Gerber
Don’t be the dullest knife in the pack. 
Buy this pocket sharpener, with two 
sets of ceramic sharpening rods, and 
always have a razor-fine blade. 
$4.50                 SKU 0121

Pocket Survival Saw 
Derma-Safe
The 4”, 14tpi, hardened steel, recipro-
cating saw blade is perfect for count-
less uses and fits in a pocket. Great 
for survival, work or crafts. 
$6.00                 SKU 0315

Crocodile 22” Machete Wood Handle
ProForce
Classic, sleek, effective. This high car-
bon plain blade, made in the UK, was 
the style of choice of the Colonial age. 
Feel like a conquistador in your garden.
$12.00                    SKU 0033

ESEE Knives Arrowhead      
Esee
The arrowhead was the tool that gave 
Homo sapiens the edge. Carry this 
powder-coated, steel blade in your wal-
let and always be ahead of the pack. 
$18.00                SKU 0327





LULA Speed Magazine Loader 
Butler Creek
Rounds are only effective when they’re 
loaded. LULA is the fastest, most com-
fortable way to load your magazines. 
Rounds slide in effortlessly. M16, AR15
$30.00                SKU 0123

Quick Draw Gun Magnets     
PS Products
One of the best personal protection 
items you can buy. They come ready to 
hold weapons from Glocks to Shot-
guns. Great for the home or workplace.
$6.50                   SKU 0264

MCR5 Recon Chest Rig
Condor
Keep all vital tools on you with this rig.
Three stacker pouches. Swivi Lock-
ster. Padded cross-back shoulder 
strap with webbing to let out heat.
$42.50                SKU 0293

Magazine Recovery Dump Pouch 
Condor
Don’t leave anything behind with 
this high quality dump pouch. Large, 
reinforced opening closes with draw-
string. Folds tight with Velcro straps.
$17.50                  SKU 0305

Velcro Universal Wrap Around Holster
Condor
Be the fastest hands in the West 
with a Velcro holster. The hook-and-
loop backing connects to any Velcro      
surface. Designed for a universal fit.
$8.50                 SKU 0321

Tops Bug Out Bag        
Tops Knives
Don’t get caught in an emergency situa-
tion with your pants around your ankles.  
This high quality ballistic nylon pouch has 
pockets and straps to store all vital items.
$16.00                 SKU 0158
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Recon Rifle Cleaning Kit
Condor
An entire rifle cleaning kit in this com-
pact MOLLE pouch. My uncle always 
emphasised the importance of clean-
ing your gun at least once a day.
$21.50              SKU 0136

Expedition Rifle Cleaning Kit
Condor
MOLLE pouch with straps and pock-
ets for additional tools or brushes. 
Comes with everything needed to 
keep your rifle clean and working.
$27.50                SKU 0137
  

Roll Up Gun Cleaning Mat 
Condor
Keep your weapon clean and op-
erational. Rolls up tight, lays out big. 
Placement area with Hook & Loop, 
panel/straps to secure small parts. 
$25.00        Black SKU 0134

Coyote Tan SKU 0136
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Double Kangaroo Magazine Pouch 
Condor

$20.00             Coyote Tan SKU 0205

$35.00                 A-TACS SKU 0206
$30.00
$20.00  Black SKU 0203

   Multicam SKU 0203



Triple Kangaroo Magazine Pouch 
Condor

$37.00             Multicam SKU 0204
 Black SKU 1066

Tan SKU 1040
OD Green SKU 1153
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Triple Stacker M4 Mag Pouch - MA44 
Condor
$25.00                                         Tan SKU 0230

Double Stacker M4 Mag Pouch - MA44
Condor 

$30.00                                  Multicam SKU 0220

Black SKU 1056
 OD Green SKU 0200

Coyote Tan SKU 0230

 Black SKU 1105
Coyote Tan SKU 1077



Tactical Triple Pistol Mag Pouch 
Condor
The Rule of Threes states that triplets are always more 
effective.  Put  that principle to the test with these triple 
mag pouches. MOLLE compatible, they secure to 
universal vests, belts and platforms. Quick assist tabs 
with squared bottoms and metals drain grommets. Fully 
adjustable retention straps for short or tall mags. Also 
holds knifes or flashlights.  
$17.00                      ACU SKU 0128

Coyote Tan SKU 1154

Black SKU 1156
OD Green SKU 1155
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Tactical Double Pistol Mag Pouch  
Condor
MOLLE compatible. Adjustable short 
or tall mags. Quick open assist tabs 
with squared bottom and metal drain 
grommets. 
$11.50               OD Green  SKU 0129

Reload 25 Round Shotgun Pouch 
Condor
Don’t get caught without ammo. This
MOLLE compatible pouch fits up to 
25 shells. Compatible with any sized 
shells.
$20.00                 OD Green SKU 0156  
$30.00               Multicam  SKU 0225
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Coyote Tan  SKU 1182
Black  SKU 1181
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T&T Pouch 
Condor

 

OD Green SKU 0232

$31.95 ACU SKU 0127
$28.50    Tan SKU 0228
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Hard Yellow Plastic Training Gun 
OEM
Hard yellow rubber. Bright yellow for 
safety. Great for self defence  training, 
marshal arts or tactical training. Detailed 
molding looks like the real McCoy.
$14.60                              SKU 0261

Ninja Caltrops   
OEM   
The ninja’s evasion tool. Stop anything 
on your tail. Non-reflective black coat-
ing. Designed to fall sharp-side up. My 
uncle aways keeps a box in his car.  
$8.75               SKU 0292

AR15 Cleaning Mat
TekMat
The 12X36in. cleaning mat features an exploded AR-15.  
Neoprene bottom wont slide, giving you a reliable cleaning 
surface.  The polyester top is  finish friendly.  Stay fresh. 
$27.00                                                          SKU 1293



SURVIVAL  PACKS
Medium Survival Pack
ACME APPROVED
BACKPACK
POGO
FIRST AID 2.0
BRW SLEEPING BAG x 2
PILOTS FLASK
MAINSTAY 1200 X 4
DATREX WATER X 20
UTENSILS (FOLDING SE WITH POUCH)
HAND WARMERS
LIFESTRAW
POTABLE AQUA
CLEAR PONCHO x 2
PARACORD 25 FEET
DUCT TAPE
FIRESTARTER AND TINDER
UCO MATCHES 15 
EMT SHEARS
MAGNIFYING CARD
SIGNAL MIRROR 
COMPRESSED TOWELS
NOTEBOOK / PEN
CYALUME SNAPLIGHTS X2
FLASHLIGHT
VASELINE TUBE
TOILET PAPER x 2
SMALL BROMERS SOAP
TRAVEL TOOTHBRUSH AND PASTE
SILVA COMPASS
DERMASAFE KNIFE X 2
P51 CAN OPENER
MARBLES MULTI-TOOL
BANDANA
CPR MOUTH GUARD
BLADDER
ESBIT STOVE
DUST MASKS 
GLOVES
$250.00                              SKU 1212

These survival packs are the only survival kits that 
have the ACME seal of approval.  Each pack contains 
over 40 potentially life-saving items all packaged in a 
tactical, 20lb. pack.  



SURVIVAL  PACKS
Large Survival Pack
ACME APPROVED
BACKPACK
SHOVEL
POGO
TRI-WICK
FIRST AID 2.0
WOUND MEDIC
BRW SLEEPING BAG x 2
PILOTS FLASK
MAINSTAY 1200 X 4
DATREX WATER X 20
UTENSILS (FOLDING SE WITH POUCH)
HAND WARMERS
LIFESTRAW
POTABLE AQUA
CLEAR PONCHO x 2
PARACORD 25 FEET
DUCT TAPE
FIRESTARTER AND TINDER 
UCO MATCHES 15 
EMT SHEARS
MAGNIFYING CARD
SIGNAL MIRROR COMPRESSED TOW-
ELS
NOTEBOOK / PEN
CYALUME SNAPLIGHTS X2
FLASHLIGHT
VASELINE TUBE
TOILET PAPER x 2
SMALL BROMERS SOAP
TRAVEL TOOTHBRUSH AND PASTE
SILVA COMPASS
DERMASAFE KNIFE X 2
MORA KNIFE
P51 CAN OPENER
COMMANDO SAW
MARBLES MULTI-TOOL
SLINGSHOT
BANDANA
CPR MOUTH GUARD
OLICAMP CUP
BLADDER
ESBIT STOVE
DUST MASKS 
GLOVES
MIDLAND RADIO
WISEFOOD
$450.00                              SKU 1211


